How to put your Leapers scope mount base on your RWS/Diana rifle

1. Place the airgun on a vise with padded jaws to protect the airgun.

2. Use the correct included Allen wrenches to loosen the 3 side-locking screws & the stop-pin in the mount base.

3. Hold the mount base in front of the dovetail. Align the rear of the mount base with the front end of the dovetail rail. Slide the mount base backward on the dovetail rail until the recoil stop shoulder of the mount base contacts the front end of the dovetail rail.

4. Tighten the 3 side-locking screws to firmly lock the mount base. Make sure you don’t overtighten them.

5. Properly tighten the stop-pin from the top of the mount base.

6. The mount base is now available for mounting a scope and either 1-piece or 2-piece mounts.